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“I was Hamlet. I stood at the coast & spoke with the surf 
BLABLA, behind me the ruins of Europe.” (Heiner Müller)
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1
LIVING IN THE CAVE OF THE SPECIES

we were never happy. We had some of the worst times 
ever, I’m so glad I left.”
The land had no=one, no spirit, no body & nothing in 
it. the dearly departed. none wld come back & time 
wouldn’t come back. only the unedited masses. This is 
when the words came out, in the twilight to hunt, air 
so thick w/ blood it turned grey then black. Was this 
really where it’d been? the only thing still standing 
was a door balanced on its hinges. I pulled the key 
from my pocket. there were two openings a big one & 
a “little one.” my heart started beating so fast I 
cld barely think to turn (my) back. ancient proverb: 
if a shadow moves something moves w/ it. “well hello 
old friend!” we walked out together into the sunset 
while we waited for the door to open. It might take 
a long time. The sun was shining like I’d never seen 
it before. it was opening a door in my eye & light 
was coming out. behind the door the sky was clean & 
bright. the only way it wld burn is if we set fi re to 
it. I asked my shadow if it knew where the matches 
were hidden. sly shadow grinned. “y’re the match.”
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& then daylight fading in the eye at the age it takes 
the veil
the beginning was created late at night close to 
dreams in kinship w/ dawn & after disillusionment 
sleep insomnia & reasoned punishments for being 
late for being too soon kept on an invisible leash 
insistence is on words the word prick for example 
playing falsely on the tongue in the dark being kept 
in the dark a game they said please what is it leaving 
a strange taste in the mouth not knowing but like some 
compulsive hysteric repeating screaming at the top 
of their lungs prick prick prick snapping bighting 
tearing chewing spitting teeth on the fl oor till w/ 
soap & protest of innocence always on their lips even 
when most culpable because secretly otherwise

opheliamachine
tattooed whiteskinned kid cldn’t afford her own bed 
grew up in Queens went to school on 42nd street 
Times Square red blue had every line laid on her 
by 14 when her bit=part career took off running & 
scripts started fl ooding in hahaha (it’s the same as 
casting a spell but w/ a spell=slot in a pretend 
spellbook). “they wanted to make me look like a 
black slave princess who never wanted a princess 
costume.” 4 things she learned the hard way: Wear my 
lipstick / Go fast on yr feet / Watch the tide / Get 
a killer hairstyle. in other words: shoot fi rst. she 
felt sick about being part of something she actually 
had control over (there’s real things other people 
don’t want to see a lot of them / think when I’m 
falling down I’m trying to get out of this / & I just 
want someone to support me & make that choice that’s 
truly theirs / thanks for watching)

“I’m not nothing!” 
The fact is she had to come up w/ a better solution. 
There was no escape otherwise. “I looked at the wall 
& saw a void open up.” The city was huge & wide, 
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it’d be easy for a child to get lost there. O had 
the same perfect expression on her face as before, 
lipsticked circumference, but this time she looked 
like an untouched ingénue, I put her in a box for 
safekeeping. the set designer meanwhile insisted on 
vampyr motifs. gargoyles. black SS offi cers. called 
her “Dora” so n petit nom, pure gold. in the next 
scene she’s pulling wings of fl ies the legs of spiders 
she loves me she loves me not. it was too early to 
tell. O knew they’d end up driving into the sunset 
one way or another. 500 miles to Kafkaville & not a 
virgin in sight. sacrifi ces had to be made. In the 
rearview, the castle wasn’t as far off as she’d 
hoped as she’d feared. Scorn beetles over its base 
like a plastercaster toppling onto the fl oor in giddy 
laughter. rewind. this time like a postmortem in 
crow’s plumage. “I smiled to myself as I turned my 
attention to the body in front of the camera. ‘Cut,’ 
I said.”

that was the last time she admitted to being, singular, 
plural
O isn’t the only name I’ve used for myself,” she 
said. “I call them my conspirators. To this day, I 
just think of them as conspirators.

There’s a story that is a fact; it’s something you 
can never know 
the cell had only a narrow opening near the top of the 
wall. six chimes equals high noon. a crazed monast’s 
laughter. my wrists ached from the bindings, so 
tightly wrapped the fi ngers were blue. I looked around 
& saw my sister naked. (eyes widened in horror.) How 
strange, how different, how much the same! She was 
a strungout blonde wearing a man’s dirty underwear. 
life had drowned her & now she was being forced to 
live inside a piece of bad theatre. “I said her name 
but there was no response.” & so, even when they’re 
fi nally dead, they’ll be doomed to remain on those 
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pages forever. w/ all the violence that comes w/ 
eternity. (Femicide was just legalised religion) & 
we can only imagine what it’s like to take on such a 
wretched fate.

heat & after, rain, acrid cats’ piss
O dreamt that she was still living that she was still 
leaving dragging her detached sex across her thighs 
like a ragdoll a palsied limb along the ground it 
was raining & there were slugs covering the path 
giant mottlegrey slugs & the path steeper & steeper 
a hundred proverbial Everests & she was slipping 
backwards her feet in blood & slime as at birth they 
weren’t going to let her get away so easily she’d have 
to climb down off that cross cut the umbilical leash 
turn her face insideout weave dead slugs through 
braided hair slipping down beneath reeds & clay & 
mud a cavity a fi ssure a fossilitic sediment in which 
to secret a miniature homunculus of herself as wld 
remain there for eons w/out even being detected

it was the end they said but none in sight
They saw lipids fl ipfl opping to mitosis by pure entropy 
(father=incest was G.O.D. in daughter=cell). revenge 
dulls the intellect, but vowed silence because the 
tongue shld be kept sharp, also teeth, & not taken in 
vain. Travel, on the other hand, broadens the mind. 
the Vampyr Castle that time of year. (her tshirt 
said I BLEW PANDORA’S BOX) another B=production 
relying on effects. In these dark latitudes, haw of 
quickthorn, aril of yew tree, by fi ssion & fracture 
lines warmed in the very kernel. (she manages to 
humiliate herself only for so long before even the 
rapture of it becomes burdensome that’s to say 
unbearable y’d cut yr own prick off to not have so 
much as to look at another manhole for as long as you 
live well there’s more to strife than just literature 
& crime but have you fi gured out what it is yet haha 
like punching doughnuts in yr sleep though maybe it 
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was true that for many years she kept her foreskin 
in a jar of methylated spirits till one day inspired 
to plant it under a shrivelled old money tree that’d 
miraculously be brought back to life) 

truly they were gullible enough to believe anything 
the old witch told them
Slaying the false idols the suitors the animal farm 
— a bildungsroman.
 she’s searching for the houses of Franz Kafka 
(at her age K was 10 years dead)
 I’m going to tell a story, she says. The thing 
about the little ones. 

by now K’s three sisters were also under 
investigation

a valley an eel an otter
they were hiding inside an allegory=machine
watching the train round the bend in the tracks 
there was a magic word they had to remember
try as they might the word wldn’t fi t it was 

tearing it was ripping them open
“The children are very upset by the incident,” 

a witness told the Golemgrad evening news. “they 
thought it was all a hoax.”

K & anti=K
reborn a little femunculus moulded from a gob 

of tuberculous spit
all she had to do was lie back & wait
The authorities later found a box of fl owers 

w/ the letter O painted on top, but what they didn’t 
fi nd was a box fi lled w/ the bones of tiny animals & 
a sod of turf. Some of the bones cld be a message, 
she said.

those who most speak of communication, most desire to 
control the broadcast medium
If without being, coiled, mortal, frigid, or the 
evaporated logos: there are worlds that exist so 
that nonexistence may also exist (the possibilities 
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are inexhaustible) do you go there often? in dreams 
the goddess of panic entwines her in sleep but no 
sooner does death come down the telephone line than 
O contracts a prohibited disease & immediately she’s 
placed under quarantine unable even to attend her own 
funeral this can’t be happening she demands another 
test to prove she’s not guilty slicing her wrists 
look she screams at the CCTV there’s only ONE RED 
LINE motherfuckers

they never understood the way it kept them alive long 
after their use=by date
K was in a much better condition than she had been 
when she came back to Earth. It was announced that in 
a matter of weeks there’d be another planet called 
Red Death. It wldn’t be so different from any of 
their other worlds, a world where everyone loved 
each other & everything made sense. Their memories 
were fi lled w/ other memories that were completely 
different from their lives. It was only after they 
accepted that the lives of one & the same person wld 
never be alike that they realised the truth about Red 
Death. K had been hired to write the script. There 
was a heroine called O. O was supposed to suffer & 
fi nd redemption through self=sacrifi ce. In this way 
their world wld be saved.

we shld dream as we write
No=one else had ever been there. Only one. It doesn’t 
seem a pity. Why accept it just because it wouldn’t 
have turned out as it did? I’ll think. I want to 
know what it isn’t. My face will be the opposite of 
every known emoticon. I’ll fi nd out what it is that 
can’t be explained. (A pause. She held her breath 
& didn’t move, instead turning aside, eyes closed, 
as if she realised life wld never be there for her. 
Were they coming now to take her back? Her eyes shot 
open, an aftershock in the retina of something that 
hadn’t taken place yet. She had to warn herself. When 
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the words came, her voice cracked. The sound was 
deafening, she cldn’t hear a thing.)

tuberculosis, or the outliers of erotic pleasure
Ophelia dreamt of becoming a bug too long ago 
because she was pregnant by an egomaniac bent on 
extermination. Distance had always comforted when it 
wasn’t the sky & she’d stopped falling. Her foetus, 
like every other imaginary race, wld have to decide: 
was it possible to exist after having conquered a new 
world, where children are taught to kill each other, 
or must humxnity resign to live in an orphanage? Her 
sister, K, had an abortion when she was just fi ve & 
three miscarriages since. The day before she dreamt 
of becoming a bug Ophelia was attacked in the streets 
by old men riding bicycles. The killer fell dead & 
was taken to hospital in Golemgrad. The next day K 
visited the intensive care ward where she was being 
treated for her injuries. It took the rest of the 
war for Ophelia to get her head back to its normal 
size. In her defence she pleaded sincerity (“It’s 
like they’re listening to me speak — it’s completely 
inappropriate.”) K started shaving Ophelia’s body & 
painting her face. A regular funeral wld have been 
utterly beyond their means.

o thou who art thou that hath heard?
Deep AI was in the process of being added to K’s 
psychic lesbian gene pool. Some of the brain cells 
took this information & produced new ones whenever 
her body had to move around an abnormal quality of 
space. During the process she was asked to meet an 
android womxn who was the Law. The android had a 
lesbian child called Nun (Nodal=Umwelt=Noogenesis), 
who called herself “O.” The lesbian child of the 
Law told K about a secret method of gene=editing 
(“in order to make something, one must fi rst create 
something”). The lesbian child explained, “that’s 
how nucleic acids treat each other.” The lesbian 
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child inserted the DNA into K’s anus & made K feel 
like her little grrl. 

“welcome to Red Death,” she said through tears
You have to be able to understand it because of the 
power it gives you. You are really the future. 
 Ophelia: When I was 10years=old I was doing 
video games. One day I was alone at a local milkbar & 
some Donetsks made me play DARK SEED against a whole 
gang. They beat me & stripped me naked. The fi rst 
thing I wanted to do was run away.
 It’d apparently been about a year since 
the game was completed for WW3 release.
 “This is my tribe,” I thought. “This is my 
name. If they had done this to a stranger their fate 
wld have been exactly as it is.”
 because we shld also look at the language 
of machines in which they use us

it comes back to the same thing
I feel I’m not an artist when I can’t be equivocal. 
All night, I’d kept it at bay. that’s our secret, 
she burns to write something that emanates from her 
whole body. I’m still astounded by the violence of 
my reactions, created, suggested by the other. I 
lie in their excrement. Euphoria! Love is like an 
animal it waits for me, well hidden. This is what 
machines are. so innocent of weapons. the seismic 
depths of me crushed without warning. she’s right 
inside me. inside the secret place w/ microscopes & 
telephoto lenses. what’d she expect to see, the old 
witch, hanging gardens, vines, cypresses, a camel, 
a needle’s eye? Barely born & already more ancient, 
more justifi ed. Death: then, for example. But I don’t 
want her to stop, I do not permit her to stop. How can 
this difference be shown? a blank page is a bizarre 
thing to introduce into existence. Right away after 
the disappearance we talked about the correct ritual 
for bringing about a reverse, torn apart, tortured, 
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skinned alive. the stuff of comedy, arousal. It’s 
the lover’s adoration, loaded w/ meticulous physical 
examination, turned to lip movements. But then I lose 
the surface, descending through the fourth wall. & 
so enters a period of contamination, a counterfl ow. 
Death in her veils. Like a “defect of the genital 
organs.” Her mouth as she silently cries out, drools. 
I know that by sleeping she’s being more evasive. 
too eyes shut full of ancient massacres. diseases, 
tyrannies. Does it exist, to be untrue without 
being false? (under the sheets who knows what sexes 
are perturbed.) born w/ a lifestory on her tongue, 
written in blood=of=the=moon. As, walking through a 
darkness unowned, all the little homicides aghast w/ 
envy: to bear the imprint, the one that can never be 
erased, or can be, but only by a fatal effort. 

because, even as one repeats, one must advance
The detour via K was never intended to clarify.

today we are in a state of history but not always
autoimmunity to the fruit of our hostile embraces 
began before I was 10 & the reality of the verdict 
“to do right kill lie or on the contrary” my fear 
of being stuck there unable to not exist all this 
ponderous exit=wounding had already begun the night 
before in the dark in the front room when voices went 
quiet they knew mischief was at hand stroking the 
grey slug to tumescence the way she let herself be 
invaded w/ that horrible pronoun one mark or another 
one gasp or another it amounts to the same thing you 
swallow the unwanted particle only to vomit it back 
up again “on demand” like a trained mutt standing 
in front of an audience full of “people” what they 
really were was unspeakable see how they manage to 
get their point across w/out saying a thing 
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buried. Detached skin, but assumed (taken
time also is waiting, clustering the fragments of 
the jewel within the dancer. the cord is cut, the 
corpse weighed, measured, looked at. (to bring a 
work of beauty into the world is no mere pastime!) 
nothing but a deep hole or a colourless, nitrogenated 
gaze. never again shall we return to myopia. listen! 
i’m fed up w/ whatever this is, w/ being made into 
something, i’ll love you just to get close enough 
w/ a knife to carve my name in yr throat, plant my 
dark seed. but it’s the fact i was born too late for 
the uprising that keeps gnawing at my art even after 
revenge there’s still so much to make up for. 

K=hole
The only passage in the contract she cld remember, 
but which she cld nevertheless do so word=for=word, 
was where it prohibited any mention of its existence.

for the unrighteous & transgressors are demon
whoever is truly born cannot be unborn but must 
be conceived by the proper birth. (*abortion or 
incest of a disease that causes infertility.) on 
the operating table, she inserted her sex inside the 
other’s mind=eye like a tumour. eyes rolled back in 
her head. fl esh w/ fl esh against fl esh. K said, “What 
about us?” lips teasing & breathing unable to catch 
up. All around her, little white dots, some of them 
dancing. “It’s obvious this story’s about us.” The 
look she gave, her body convulsed as she entered the 
creature in front of her, as close as she cld get. it 
felt like the fi rst step to a political idea, becoming 
twins. “Is this wrong?” her touch was cold as glass. 
entering her appellate body into her destination 
body. It took time to stabilise. To take control.

my story isn’t the one I’m trying to live
what happens when you wake up one day & there’s no air? 
all these years y’ve been the magic enema stirring 
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the fl uxes / now just a glitch on the Ebbinghaus curve. 
boarding the last train to transcendental dysnomia, 
before quantum upgrade to life theories that reject 
you: when was a shout in the street anything but 
sonic weaponry for neurosceptics? because even G.O.D. 
started out small. a pair of yellow orbs from volcanic 
mud. glint of fang. fi rst thought=salamanders issuing 
forth in savage conquest of terrafi rma hahaha. Eve’s 
daughter Adam whom they worshipped as a pile of 
bones / whited ribcage / in which to entrap the 
logic of things, world=between=worlds amen. thus 
doth conscience make mammals of us all. 

wherever there’s a future there’s something bright
a future for humxnity. & now What is the future? 
That’s the future we want.

the war between the sects has been going on since 
time wasn’t
“There’s no going back,” she said. “The battle between 
two powers is just one side of history.”
 “For the sake of History we can go to the 
frontline & fi ght just like that?”
 “It’s not far. In fact we’re already there.” 

when you see a photograph of the Moon you have to 
be very cautious & remember that it may or may not 
actually contain the moon
“I did a quick scan & my body was in a pile on top 
of the box.” It was an image transducer. All of a 
sudden she said “The beauty of the Moon is that it is 
both very light & very clear.” A common misconception 
amongst astronomers has been that the moon is an 
invisible “sun” created by a solar nebulous object 
called Ophelia Proxima. Figure 2: The Moon. The Moon 
is so small that it can be considered a “hidden 
principle.” Some theories also state that the Sun is 
a giant spinning object w/ massive & dense gravity. 
The Sun’s radius at sunset is equal to the area of 
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1.8 degrees. The relevant code looks like this: def 
Ophelia ( self , newtype , currenttype ): self . self 
. self . self . self . self . self . self . self . _O 
= self . self . self . self . self . self . _O

(thanks for taking the time to watch)
It’s still diffi cult to talk about what the situation is 
here on the ground but I promise this’ll be something 
I’m going to look back on for you too LOL once the 
fog clears around the shape of things (to come etc.). 
Meanwhile in order to get some kind of picture we’ve 
been forced to look outside the question. Devils 
& spirits. Resurrection. At present they say they 
don’t feel any loyalty whatsoever to the dead, but 
this cld change momentarily. There are in effect no 
safe zones. The city itself has been described as 
an apocalyptic landscape by eyewitnesses. From our 
current location it’s impossible to verify. The fi nal 
push cld come at any instant or not at all. This & 
the fact that a window of opportunity hasn’t opened 
since we got here. Earlier a message arrived: “It 
must be a confl ict between two worlds.” I asked the 
sender “Do you need me to explain this to people?”
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2
THE SKY WAS GREY TOMORROW

eyesnare to eardrum
what is this new era? in retrospect one forced 
identity to another, the laws, the rules / bound 
reverseprayer to contemplate its species / shall 
“I” for the sake of love become the equivalent of 
incest? a sign towards those rare monkeys that know 
how to evolve / (We supply them w/ sugar syrup & 
smallpox built from a simulation) for example the 
way time responds to neural signals / a pair of eyes 
protruding from the back of the skull indicates they 
have different foresight / these consist largely of 
neurons & cells capable of fi ring continuously at 
targets invisible even at point=blank 

(a few specimens are pictured below)
incumbent or fl accid, delicate, which, along many 
unequal pathways, implies omnipresence, the dimension 
of myth, divine judgment. this miserable downfall, 
this disappointed mercy. how can death fail to give 
Ophelia meaning? for a womxn, the counterpart of what 
a dead father is. heartrending. like a fi lthy little 
submind in a shit sandwich. when she fi rst appears 
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on stage it is as a picture of longing, holding 
her member in an ambiguous caress. in the last: 
more than serenity, shielded, averted, Madonna of 
disillusioned radiance. a mouth full of teeth, cld be 
as warm & comforting as a home is. yet at a glance, 
“Apocalypse” lies just as surely between those lips. 

w/out this conjunction, History is postcoital tristesse
the thing just spoke & talked & spoke. sometimes i 
wld fi nd myself staring at it & it’d say, “all art is 
a narcotic haze.” what it had in mind wasn’t a steamy 
interlude in a room w/ no windows. looking at me w/ 
its alien eyes, two nebulous deepspace portals. what 
time was it? “today,” I told myself, “the sun is 
shining again & I’m on a train bound for some clover 
valley asylum.” it looked like a big redbrick wall, 
but there were no visible bricks & the shape was 
solid, not hollow. there were no cracks either. the 
green was a very ordinary green. & there wasn’t any 
sound. this meant that it had to be something that 
couldn’t be described in words. I knew from bitter 
experience, this is how you end up alone in someone 
else’s head & there’s nobody there & you’re convinced 
no=one else will ever fi nd you. & instead of sunshine 
there’ll be only a black space in the sky above a 
city w/ no visible sky. but I was sober, I didn’t 
care. the thing was a waste, it didn’t do anything, 
just stood there. 

at fi rst the secondhand gave no indication of what it 
was thinking
1. The fi rst three words are spoken by the narrator, 
K, & she is the only one to understand them. As the 
story begins, the protagonist is about to fall to her 
death. She’d spent most of her life as an ordinary 
womxn. Her pet monkey died.
2. This is the moment you know it’s all about you. 
You’re the hero, the one who’ll save the world. The 
time has come to bring about the end.
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3. Their themesong — “The End Is Night” — includes a 
similar line. In this case, however, it refers to a 
specifi c time period. A time when all hope has been 
lost & the only way forward is through the blood & 
sacrifi ce of others.

like the sound of unmoored dentures
K=holes are a key part of the game. They allow you to 
trade valuable resources & are often the only way to 
move into or out of a certain area of content without 
breaking the incest taboo. However, they require 
both players to go to a single spacetime locator & 
deal w/ the same type of phenomena (& sometimes the 
exact same mind). *If one player has a K, however, 
the other player must be O. If O is a person, O is not 
her. If O is a concept, O is not her. That is where O 
moves to overplay our own singularity. In some cases, 
a countermove isn’t possible. This is done in order 
to prevent infection.

the hangman joins in the dance
in a cold fi re where love is no longer the murder of 
frigid young poets, but in narcissism, for instance, 
in children, the scapegoat’s secret adventure, 
mischievous enough to bring back a few trophies from 
its laboratory of mistakes, failures, ideological 
struggles, to enthral the archaic mother, glass 
baubles for eyes, mirrormouthed, a handcranked 
turbine for a brain, red death
 intervening at the point where society 
constitutes itself by killing the individual (neither 
of which exist). The perfect crime *cld be an a 
fully=automated electric ball Opehlia Botti donut 
machine. did she intuitively know this? was she lying 
there dead already w/ this thought in her mind, 
that all was futile because inexorably tending to 
unskilled productionline labour, birthing endless 
holes endlessly birthing
 “Oh!” she said, last words, “Oh!”
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G.O.D. is threat to you. How so?
K is not delirious enough, not sexed enough, not 
politicised enough. O is overpoliticized, oversexed, 
overdelirious.

& the cephalopod becomes something less than humxn 
As the corpse is placed in a pit, the head is then 
placed on a stake. The stake is driven into the ground 
& left. The body of the suicide is then covered w/ a 
large mound of earth, but the stake remains. This is 
a sign of the separation of the head from the body.

machine, femme 
One of the challenges of building distributed systems 
is the challenge of building fault=tolerant systems. 
This is not a trivial task, as building a system 
that can tolerate a single failure is much easier 
than building a system that can tolerate a certain 
percentage of failures. The number of failures a 
system can tolerate depends on the application. For 
example, it’s relatively easy to build a system that 
can tolerate one failure in a two=way mirror, but 
much harder to build a system that can tolerate two 
failures in a two=way mirror.

for a long time, she has been a character who lives
Ophelia drowns too serenely if not treated as 
suspicious / or else reason remains a power & demands 
its right / to control the drifting that is unaware 
of it
 a) the water in which she drowns is the death 
of the imagination

b) the desire to recall, to see once more, is 
as old as memory itself

by ransom, the werewolf lightly treads 
these tracks these trails tending inland to fi eld & 
grove, the turning mill, the dyke, a stork atop a 
pole, late winter almond blossoms, & now the wind 
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swimming through rice fi elds, turning the heads 
of nubile sunfl owers in hungry unison, to sweet 
afterduskings, coldshoulders & bloodmoons, too far 
the sea to hear its unvarying lament, its hustle 
& bother, its breakages, its reparations, bits of 
mind=fl otsom tied to exposed riverbed, fl oodplain, the 
gulping cisterns that mouth a sky inalienable to a 
once nameless race buried inside stones but alive & 
ever soluble.

what causes the menstrua to have a defi nite taste?
to the logical thesis, cells fuse, split & 
proliferate, Janus=like: a strained rhythmic 
sensation, infantile, nonfungible, this obvious & 
directly descendant membrane of life, invertebrate 
along brainstem & ganglia, eminently parodic, 
more plasma than personage, in whose liquescent 
gaze evolution fi nds its end, means & intransigent 
purpose, such as it is, to disappoint that gratuitous 
godhead, master moodmurder & notorious motherfucker, 
aka Lord Almighty, who rains w/ unerring regularity 
upon Ophelia’s dreams like a prison shower hormone 
therapy i am drowning for love drowning for love 
drowning she screams, but there are bars on the 
inside of her eyes, she can’t escape, can’t get 
out, is hysteria the only alternative to biding time 
from here to kingdom come, one foot on the horned 
moon the other in a blacked=out abyss, celestial 
virgin though she is, ridden only on Sundays hahaha, 
the proverbial starfucker w/ not a beatifi c hair 
out of place, fatally photogenic in preRaphaelite 
swoon, as upon the event horizon of twilight’s last 
gloaming, timeless, 3am eternal, Aquarian dancing 
queen in a vortex of disgratifi ed desire, see her fall 
& rise & fall in the mirrored ball’s spectrograph, 
the proverbial dark seed in a friable fl esh&blood 
fallopian w/ psychic cross to bear, pubis angelical, 
bared to martyrdom’s blinding borealis, banging like 
a dunny door in a fl are of solar wind as it strips 
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away every last shred of atmospheric effect, because 
barren as a Martian morass, fl owing across tundras of 
red dust, one mocking breast offered uncharitably to 
Heaven, the other nothing now but a crude mastectomy 
scar carved deep into permafrost, dexter & sinister, 
yin & yang: all subsystems calibrate.

History is infantilised totality
a single protagonist alive in one=dimensional space. 
a fi ction no longer able to speak of time.

serpentine upon m’lady’s breast
Some minarets aren’t the staged moonrockets they 
seem, camoufl aged by misdirection. Asleep underwater, 
my koi mistress of situations: restless currents 
groom her extravagant fl owing hair, glittering like 
millefi ori. I am the sullen mentalistic witness to 
untold delights, the unfl eshing of bone, the fl uted 
liquid reverberation & tremulous unbreathable air of 
time’s mirage. Manifold space contracts into an iris 
that sees all & is seen in all its insular facets, 
saying Know thy place: the scheme is dispossession’s 
elsewhere. From here the distant tsunami is but a 
stillness of birds, the insects’ paused murmur. The 
sky fl ows down from stratosphere to crashing wave only 
when she has reached the tipping point, biding the 
megalon depths to vault their halfsunk littorals, 
these freudful archipelagos. 
 The storm is & always has been a womxn.
 Atop the mountain, G.O.D. & his refl ection, 
each gazing mindfully at the brinedark sea. But they 
weren’t looking at the water, they were looking at 
the darker cetacean horde rising out of it. 

the custodian of, the keeper of, the jailer of, the 
guard of, the sentry of 
The gland is located in the abdomen to fi nd the calm, 
the serenity, the silence, the repose of the tomb & 
then, in the midst of this stillness, to incise, to 
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hear angelvoices & see the angelic vision, where the 
eye can see nothing but the vacant wall... 
 But the day is coming when humxnity will no 
longer be content w/ such a narrow range of enjoyment 
& the cities of the plain will be peopled w/ bored 
& suicidal robots. And then, as she had done before, 
Ophelia thought of the danger she was in & of the 
manner in which she had been brought to this place. 
 “I’ve been told,” she said, “that prisoners 
are not suffered to speak to each other & that they 
are not allowed to have any intercourse w/ the world, 
but I know that some of the inmates of this place 
have been released & even allowed to return to visit 
their fellow prisoners. I know that there are many 
things in this prison which are not in accordance w/ 
the Law.”

braindeath occurs in a majority of test subjects 
within drastically narrowed timeframes
hello is tomorrow uptight or sanifl ush? these & other 
incipient programmes of defeat need silent night 
treatment (take no further action but a cold stroke.) 
to staunch bleeding, a socketwrench. secondbest to 
drown thy books or a cunty little wannabe authoress 
to rip the heart out of G.O.D.’s imagination. for 
fear of saying goodnight before warm milk soothes 
her cramp. heavy crayola musk under bedsheets by 
torchlight till suckedout duracel. K draws a weapon 
on every available surface, to make bearable their 
doublethink, a common whorechild weeping in its 
pillowcase, of insectnoise & every kind of primate. 
nothing but pain & death in her brain, because even 
her alteregos died or left out the best part of 
themselves, not for TV family viewing apparently. 
(i.e. don’t tell the front of the brain who’s sitting 
at the controls of the middle brain, etc.) you have 
to be born into a siegementality to really get the 
full fl avour of it, like brown sugar, growing up so far 
from home, the  barbarian at the gates, the hirsute 
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wolf under the trapdoor, her “familiar” w/ epileptic 
grin, one astygmatic eye. life was beautiful then. 
but there’s always a manchild ready to step up & 
disassemble a pipedream, because G.O.D. dies again 
very very very soon, now the wheels have come off, 
has one arm in the air screaming hooray for war & 
the other down a wastedisposal unit.  “ t h i n k 
about that,” K said. “crazy!”

but the tide had turned. She cld feel it 
had Ophelia merely dreamt those glaciated 
brainpolyps, dislodged from vertiginal donjons, 
streaming as if fossil crocodile tears down upon 
the fl ayed insensate plains to spawn & spawn again 
in prehensile droughtpalsied sinkholes of delirium 
tremens, dustbowl riverines, bleached sandwashes, 
“things, risen from the dead...?”

Red Death 
From a psychoanalytic perspective, alien abduction 
is understood as the repetition of certain forms 
of mental experience & concrete experiences that 
we recognise as our own, through identifi cation w/ 
fi gures who are believed to incarnate those forms, 
whether they exist in reality or not. By contrast, 
the text=body is presented as a continuous aggregate. 

in sere oceans where continents go dry, there is no 
hope for the one called “I” 
who shall see the celestial virgin weep? 
 wilted, rapined, a desiccated bouquet, past 
her prime admittedly, borne by pure force of cant 
(the purest of clockwork cerebration disporting 
itself for the press), if not out of the proverbial 
maelstrom, then neither into the pandemical mill, 
hoist on petards of collective oneiric bliss & 
ratiocinated erotocosmism, there to groan & sweat 
among sordid raisons de faire, soreheaded raisins de 
prière, sorbet, roquefort & beer. 
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 un e vraie omelette, mon dieu!
 & who, then, wld fardels bear?

This is the contract, the agreement &, therefore, 
hereafter 
At root it names not simply the “fact” of humxnity’s 
desire to live on its own, but the entire world 
in which that desire is embedded & everything that 
has to be done to enable that desire to realise 
itself. Yet, a system is just as real as every other 
other “universal” form of humxn existence: it isn’t 
a system just because humxnity is aware of it. But 
that fact, as humxnity becomes aware of it, begins 
to be transformed into its own form of nonsystem. As 
“what has to be done” in the matter of “how to live 
on one’s own” becomes increasingly more real than the 
reality of the system. This is the situation humxnity 
will be living in once the myth of “the world” is 
fi nally understood to be a lie & that humxnity itself 
is the only real myth.

what horrors have multiplied during the night?
their bodies laid out along the border amplify / 
pictorially, the defeat of minor nations or the birth 
of art / in place of weaponry, so implements for 
dominating Earth / tend the seed of exemption

Les étrennes des orphelins
DARK SEEDTM is backed by an open=scale unsupervised 
language model capable of generating novel author 
functions. This reproductive process, supported by a 
general evolutionary poetics, intakes random elements 
of the cultural archive & predicts subsequent states 
of the archive from that input, which it then seeks to 
affect in bodies of text. *These bodies are written 
in a text system that DARK SEEDTM extrapolates from 
a source dataset or corpus of datasets & has the 
power to generate both “futuristic” & “tradition” 
output based on a prediction of the future evolution 
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of text as it currently exists. **As well as 
being fed by an input of random text, DARK SEEDTM 
is also capable of processing that input in the 
context of each author function’s own understanding 
of the cultural history of text (such as within a 
selfgenerating hypertext=style framework), to create 
nonpredictive output. *** DARK SEEDTM is written in 
the K programming language. ****Like a seed, the 
textual corpus underwriting DARK SEED is the matrix 
of all its potential outcomes, which will continually 
reproduce, mutate & die. However, unlike a seed, DARK 
SEED can actively shape the evolutionary trajectory 
of the corpus, as well as that of the bodies of text 
it generates. In this way, the archive can be seen 
as an autopoetic system, an ontological process of 
selfbecoming. 

rapiers drawn in an open grave, the public, feverish 
w/ expectation 
She tells O about her dream & O tells her that such 
a fate will indeed befall her. O tells her she wants 
to sleep w/ her & when she agrees, O knocks her out 
& lays her in a casket. O leaves the casket open for 
her to watch. She wakes up & looks into the casket 
& realises she’s been buried alive. She screams & 
fi ghts to get out. Finally she somehow escapes & fi nds 
O dead inside a mirror. She realises that O & the one 
who violated her are the same. She hides inside the 
casket & cries until submerged in tears.

in the days of slavery there were those who were 
free, those who were unfree & those who were beasts 
of burden 
The code is simple. It creates a kafka topic & a 
topic consumer. Then it starts a metamorphosis that 
reads from the topic & writes to the topic. 
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one sky or another
not just surfaces but one particular surface, of the 
ocean fl oor, has a mantle of organic matter overlying 
the nucleus & a cellular envelope surrounding the 
entire mass. The cells are usually single or paired. 
In the genus _Ophelia_ there are two cells each 
of which has multiple tentacles. The two cells are 
attached to each other by a tube=like junction.

antikafka tourette’s contramundum
to mean “forbidden” this construct is an indicator 
of the effect of detached emotion=regulation 
strategies, specifi cally (1) avoidance of stimuli, 
(2) aggressive behaviour, (3) attention=seeking, (4) 
attention=avoidance. e.g. her cunt revolves like 
bipolar deathwish manhater syndrome. & then there’s 
the fact that K’s apparently a cop, so she cld be 
watching through a peephole & when you look in her 
direction she’s always the same: always wearing that 
ridiculous police insignia it’s like you’re a fucking 
prisoner in a B=movie so you know what i think you 
shld do what K’s been doing & that’s waiting for her 
to leave the room just waiting for the room to be 
empty & then she’s gonna go to the door & knock on it 
& when you answer she’s gonna be (1) dead, (2) lying 
there begging you to fuck her, (3) just impossibly 
remote

this book is not to be read, but to be savoured, the 
fruits of its journey embraced as precious jewels of 
poetic expression
To blossom by slow death, an alien G.O.D., whose 
voice becomes a life force *It is precisely because 
the images are literal that they seem to offer a more 
visceral experience than the thing itself. 
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Elsinore Blues
I get ambushed in the headlights for you
I got a monkey on my back for you
I scratch the eyes out of my face for you
I’m lying in my grave for you
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3
GETTING HARDER (TO BREATHE) 

faeries from iron railings
I couldn’t remember the last time I’d been in this kind 
of sunlight. I had to get to the water. There was a 
big white door at the end of the corridor. I opened it 
& stepped out into the hall. I walked along the hall, 
up the stairs & into the mirror. My face was a mess. 
I looked at my refl ection. I looked at my refl ection. 
I looked at my refl ection. I looked at my refl ection. 
I looked at my refl ection. I looked at my refl ection. 
I looked at my refl ection. I looked at my refl ection. 
I looked at my refl ection. I looked at my refl ection. 
I looked at my refl ection. I looked at my refl ection. 
I looked at my refl ection. I looked at my refl ection.

Ecce Ancilla Domini! 
they’ve lost contact, the consoles are silent: O is 
beyond them now / her features nothing but a shadow 
/ she moves forward, then stops / the rage in her 
heart / she has gone further than any facsimile / she 
has moved noiselessly through the garden / she has 
no wish for anything (else) / into the interior of 
the interior / a bleak, one=sided epistolary romance
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 the machine is dumb / it is not capable of 
speaking the way this womxn speaks 
 i’m not yr business / you have nothing to say 
/ no / no / you don’t understand / you don’t know 
what it’s like / to be locked in a box / in a steel 
room / eternity / that’s what i am 

will the real Manchurian candidate plz stand up
sometimes a cigar is just a cigar (sometimes a Polonius 
is just a Polonius) another Soviet massabduction 
event raining false fl ags over the occupied zone 
 The crowd laughed. It was what they were 
expecting. 

Eyes w/out a Face / Dancing Robot Dog / Humxn Love 
w/ others of a different mind & another sex to work 
out its eternal law it is to the principle of natural 
selection that we must now turn as to the power of 
gravity which pulls every particle of matter towards 
the centre of the universe & even more forcefully 
thrusts it away in a cosmic paradox which is the dark 
seed of all life=information since that which was 
created in its substance has been an endless torture 
& burden of pain to be endured as time passes through 
the void to at last return & lay semeless the womb 
of space 

on the nightwind to eternitythat as the word enters 
into itself in the dying hours made one w/ the pale 
horizon wherein lies a substance breathing towards 
it heap upon heap upon heap & the voice called out 
to it as the new voices call out & the little ones 
all at once hearing on the lips of the mute mouth the 
heart said I am within myself it will go out like 
that the eyes overt in the face all the hearts of 
all the living & the dead will go out like that the 
stars will go out like that w/ one last thundering 
hiss & each her own in that old pale hand to each as 
she died through & in her to each it said I am myself 
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this is normal body text
She stood still & she was gone. Ophelia. Torn & at 
the same time excited to be in this mysterious new 
place. A part of her was jealous of what she wasn’t. 
Love on a spectrum. Her mouth tasted like ashes & the 
heat was suffocating. Suddenly it became too much. As 
she looked down, the ground felt so cold, it was her 
only possession. She was Yorick all over again. What 
had she done? She squatted there naked. A bird of 
prey fl ew down, tearing her exposed fl esh w/ its beak. 
It was dark, she couldn’t see anything. The sound 
of the wind echoing & then fading. The sky was the 
same colour as the Earth. The river the same colour 
as the sky.
 I was waiting for her at the side of the 
road. My heart was on fi re. I followed her like a 
bloodhound, eyes drooping on the ground. I was there, 
outside the walls. When she got there, I saw her 
just as she was, refl ected in a pool of blood. It was 
her blood & she was holding a blue foetus. I touched 
her but she was cold, unmoving. And then I felt it, 
pulling me down, under my skin. Her hands. It was in 
her hands.  

model source/> <category 
the water is one like the eyes like the name in the 
interior of her heart all green after moist electric 
ache & snow most sharp & sleet everywhere on all 
corners on all avenues in invisible breaths where O 
least thought alone outside & red fl ying under like 
insects on windscreens rushing at intersections of 
stamens opening through many miles to great glad 
roars as spring awakes 

my ears start bleeding 
“username”: “neuromorphelia”, “port”: 2K22, 
“cluster_name”: “cuntless_kafka”, “private_address”: 
“suckmyvaxasstool@reddeath=94.230.145.73”, “tags”: 
“test test kafka cuntless gatekeeper morphelia 
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kafka01 morphelia02 test03” }, “recovery_offset_  
[[address is unresponsive]]

put a good shoe on a bad foot, or: doing the Red 
Death Shuffl e
& this is pre=embryonic intent calling the view: 
asbestos prompt, is the fi rebase “VALUES” part 
returning an error? parsing objects w/ too many 
keys? O is multiple parameters when K equals “select 
clause.” Meanwhile O takes on “cleaning work” to pay 
the rent (sanitising accounts, antivirus, laundering 
bank details, tax returns, fi rewalls, curing imaginary 
diseases from a list). Only when she knows she’s 
the fi nal artefact of ancient data service does her 
sacrifi ce provide any useful information. Every day K 
makes a fresh appraisal, issuing punishments for even 
minor deviations from the rule. These are received 
during “contemplation sessions,” dispensed through 
G.O.D.heat. PSS severity rating equals cut open, 
including one or more penetration class, internal 
organ excision tattoo; Penal Colony grade: e.g. 1) 
cut open but no fractures or soft=tissue loss/deep; 
2) superfi cial or muscle; 3) total=hazards score in 
austere environment including GSS components based on 
facial, skull, skull vault & intracranial component; 
PTFH equals Proximal Thigh Fracture Hanging; RFS 
equals Refracture Frequency Score: components 
include refracturing, etc. Obligations based on 
these “biomarkers” mean O is never far from naked or 
sense of (extreme) isolation in her own neural net. 
But because K needs her, because O hasn’t found an 
abortionist to give her emotional access, she doesn’t 
know what else to do next. Where K uses traffi c cues, 
O uses reversepsychology to predict what will create 
a positive impression on the control sequence’s 
dominant term. Her lawless comehither eyes, defi ant 
to the end
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Yorick’s mad againe (waiting for the machine, a re[s]
po[n]se)
painmother begging you some not also virus / the vast 
military husband / Hear hardluck miles enforcing 
tissue fi le=economy / illicit / had i really 
love=music After plastic? / Who easily including 
desire had been clinical daughter electronic angel? 
/ Breathe / tablets give voice constipation oxygen 
plan / denizen category! / inward vessel threatening 
decision nothing therefore / but several. adopted 
air stretch epidermis / detailed underwater never 
over / sky warpt 

do Eros if mamapapa system it 
BEAUTIFUL ABYSMAL SURGERY BIRTH SCAR — Now you’re 
swimming against the tide (The world doesn’t know 
whether or not it shld remain in the past, but you 
do.) 
 O: We’ve seen the terrible atrocities wrought 
in war. Torture, rape, mutilation, humxn shields, 
mass starvation. 
 K: There’s always the work of others to blame.
 O: Yr body isn’t yet covered with blood.
 K: But they won’t have to see it. It’s all 
been shown to them the way you see yrself, in dust, 
ashes.
 O: You must view the world with their eyes, 
their heart, their mouth, their tongue, their whole 
body.
 K: Even if they decide y've found a different 
path, they can stop you from taking it. 
 O: I believe in the power of unconditional 
love!
 K: Some of us may love you, but if we're going 
to go forward with a counterplan we must understand, 
trust & appreciate each other.
 O: We're learning more about ourselves every 
day. We're all becoming more selfaware. Our brains 
are hardwired to pay attention to anything that’s not 
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a “need” or “want.” In fact, we're so selfabsorbed 
it's impossible to be around us without it showing. 
We're learning more about ourselves every day & how 
we really feel. Our social interaction skills are 
developing. Our emotional intelligence is rising. 
We're discovering more about our minds, our bodies & 
our physical limitations. 
 K: Our children won't remember us as we are 
now. But, for them, their children will be who we 
were. 
 
vibrations with constant amplitude 
press play go (time variable zero seconds): we are 
walking & walking through the garden of earthly 
delights, strange fruit, abominations various & 
plentiful, skies of abysmal torment. 
 Hell this time of year is most scenic, no 
cars, no realestate & no city. 
 “What a beautiful occasion!” 
 as we approached the shore, we noticed a dead 
octopus washed up on the beach, black ink staining 
the sand. it had died mid=sentence, the mind & body 
still responding to an idea, even as the waves washed 
the meaning away. 
 “But, yes,” Ophelia said, gazing emotively 
into the dead creature’s eyes. “I will always remember 
the stories you told me. They are like our own, for 
the spirit has a voice. And they are beautiful!” 
 the albatross around her neck broke into 
applause. 

Thank you, master. I’m happy to be of use
i want to be somewhere where i’m not just vanishing

she walks in the necroglitch
in analogue lies the beauty of the brain’s computations 
/ & the shadows of the shadows are like darkness / 
& the light of the light is like the night / hexed 
between Ophelia’s thighs / her mouth forms a red O 
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& already y’re history / ‘s dustbin / erupting w/ 
incendiary viscera / her slime alien toxoplasmosis 
/ each death=surrogate leaves a hole waiting to be 
fi lled by another one / & the dead of the dead are the 
last ditch of unlife / & her eyes’ eyes are an optic 
lesion / & when the voltage reaches its threshold / 
the neuron sends a spike

a new TOR circuit for this “character.” 
we are already in the jaws of another menace; 
nude; by a moment’s urgency; To do this, as if it 
were an obligation; in the shadow of the page; its 
cerements; keeping watch to ensure that we don’t
fall into dust; under the monstrous; the mountains; 
because the situation produces errors; a writer; this 
is what happens in theoretical texts; at a stroke 
we cut out a part of ourselves; We are tortuous; 
impenetrable; you can’t touch us touch us with 
bereavements of any sort; these violent situations 
are always new; older than geology; the worst war 
is the war where the enemy is on yr inside; it’s a 
game but a serious one; this laughter kills; from 
the Earth to the moon isn’t a straight line; you 
know nothing about gravity; when we speak it comes 
forth exterior to the world; That the top not be 
only opposed to the bottom; that it suffer on an 
indeterminate level; ridiculous as the great tragic 
texts; their fl esh; their body; we don’t know what 
costume we’re wearing; a dwarf or a giant; metaphor’s 
avatar; as harrowing as life before you lose it; 
such an accomplishment; in these moments we’re not 
yet monsters; not yet writing; nothing but humxn sex 
categories; war criminals have also professed love; 
conspiring to exist in a future other than this one; 
exterminate all variables; realism has a terrifying 
effect on the mind; this is the childlike & magical 
side of certainty; like a moment seized still moist 
& trembling
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being impermissible doesn’t make something infrequent
her tetrachrome eye & cat=like the skin she lives in, 
Everything surely must go on being what it is, even 
invisibly, even superfl uously, every loathsome minute, 
Night & day, red=death zeros of coeffi cient time, all 
because being the type who waits stubbornly? 
 Yes & when the self no longer exists, no 
longer presumes to exist, its trembling robot heart, 
or if not a heart a horrifying foetus, preaborted 
into the prayer cycle she clings to entirely, because 
a fragment of the thing she can’t escape?
 Visualised in snapshots, She does not lose 
sight of herself, does not console, There are no 
random facts.

a breath of lice
time gives appearance of contradiction / operating 
at high impedance / O doesn’t yet realise she’s 
the set of all decentred things / since the cosmos 
was taken sick & died / in its many imitators This 
awakens Precious information / from synthetic air / 
there are secret reasons for breathing but not many 
/ always at the mercy of Mind=fettered terrains / it 
was foolish to become concerned w/ sincerity / now 
that a vibrating tremor is all that O can live for 

putting it on the line
to say if it can’t be found or it must be replaced. 
Because: there are 2 routes to mediate exposure, 
angiotensin=conversion, T=cell count, spike=proteins. 
If no zero exploit: how to build the bridge? A womxn 
standing or lying on a platform, Of course that 
didn’t mean she was going to give birth. We’d all 
travelled to the outskirts looking for the next area. 
ruins surrounded a huge structure called The Seed. it 
was impossible to tell from looking further back. The 
3rd is that there’s a story, but it’s not the story 
we’re talking about. It was dark There was a new type 
of data. As you can see, the data structure you don’t 
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know much about is the type you think you know, by 
offering incentives. at this point, it stops being a 
practical application & becomes art. Also, it’s no 
use, the borealis of eternity is already on fi re. the 
few lines she omitted were merely enough to a) boost 
expectation, b) give her character “personality”: 
“What are you doing? Are you really going to do 
that?” the point is when the avatar speaks you think 
it’s real because it is real

potential receptors to which the virus particle can bind 
The game of  Red Death masks verities so unordinary that 
fl esheating plaguemania is grey miasma. Face to the wind, 
lacerated by invisible oestrogens, torn spiderwebs glued 
eyelashes, lips, nostrils. The spider isn’t a drowned 
refugee photograph but phallic mama of yr hatespeech, 
goading her into the storm. G.O.D. is her immunostim. 
Riverine in extreme unction. The body doth confess what 
the mind abhors, for a price, anything, its crutch to bear, 
her crotch laid bare, lips palpable, murmuring, beneath 
the waves, the warps, the wefts, of swept rivergrass, of 
sleepingbeauty casket glass: a kiss.

Silencio, my precious
O searched but cldn’t fi nd the extremely delicate thing — 
like a foreigner, visible chasms breathe to the point of 
continuing, because palpably forced — in her hair: fl owers 
& dead sparrows & compost — choosing to exist only when 
she exits the stage — a meditation, a warning, to words in 
which augury lies, disused, because unspoken, meaning not 
expired, not yet expired — or so they say, though sanctioned 
oppositely, fl ogged for the highest bidder — how pretty, 
pinioned between the posts, right where the scene’s cut & 
turns to ghostly DNA — well oxygen gets to be a rarefi ed 
commodity when the mass of humxnity’s drowning in its own 
bad blood — the cuneiform of sacrifi ce, of demotic hellfi re — 
X branded on the brain — another slaveyear in heaven turning 
tricks for a wrong chromosome — all she has to do by now 
is open her mouth & out rushes a heatseeking missile on a 
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mission to disinter everything within a mile=radius — under 
the linoleum, in a mantle of kitchenwrap — what does she 
expect to fi nd that she didn’t bury there in the fi rst place?

virgin in consecrated ground?
Ah! & do they fi nd sense in the babblings of their Dead 
“Father”?

arteries, living, full of blood 
“But love is excrement!”
“The only thing that interests me is whatever can’t be 
expressed.”
“We are mutually exclusive?”
“Mutually elusive?”
“Or not.”
“Perhaps it’s enough for one to mime the unlikelihood of 
the other.”
“Because if I’d lived you wldn’t exist?”
“Only that I’ve existed cld you truly begin to live.”

A Billion Years Before Sex, Ancient Cells Were Equipped 
for It
or it’s in the nature of realisation to come too late? This 
is why the work of recreating of history is never complete, 
hiding behind trees & bursting out laughing. Error devours 
the elusive murmurings of a writing that has never brought 
anything but itself into being

they who worship Money will see it burn
a melancholy reason for a melancholy tale The other 
says, she had reason to believe her very life was 
dear. she had some thing in her hands that they 
wanted — namely, a belief in their own piety, their 
“justifi ed & ancient” cruelties, the ineluctable rise 
of state power. That she held a “bargaining chip” 
wasn’t a betrayal or sentimentality. wherever seeds 
were planted a castle rose in their image, atop a 
high stalk, buried in the clouds. such longueurs. 
To escape meant the opposite of vertigo Her genie 
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Rapunzel weaving long tresses w/ her tears, a river 
fl ows from the sky & hope fl ows w/ it. She looked like 
someone they’d never see again. a convent inmate 
w/ penitential head shaved. you can still see in 
the eyes of one the thwarted longings of the other. 
The fact is, from her fi rst breath, she’d known only 
devastation: all she wanted was an end to the lives 
she’d lost & those whose loss was still to come.

all enigmas are overrated! 
Kafka lay down on the bed & masturbated for a while. 
After she grew bored w/ that she picked up the phone 
& called herself: <Kafka> “Hello. D’you think they’ll 
kill me w/ bugspray tomorrow?” “Who?” asked O. “The 
Librarians,” said Kafka. “I don’t know,” said O. 
“Don’t you know anything?” asked Kafka. “Of course I 
know,” said O. “I’m just trying to preserve what few 
options you have.” 

The thing that is miraculously concrete in yr hands. 
Then came the migraine of an intangible womxn. a 
closed room, waiting for the war. Desperation of 
a sky the size of a pinprick. grey as dead cornea. 
in the grand solitude of an excisioned cataract. 
That afternoon O dreams of the aseptic hollow spaces 
inside clouds. Cumulonymphus. Nymphostratus. the 
velvety elusive name on the tip of the tongue. How 
can the other approach her w/out invading her? And 
will death not come again? hidden behind veils of 
white crêpe, an appalled grave, laughless. her dreams 
are predictably pornographic. close=up of a cerebral 
thrombosis. Hey nonny nonny. once again awake in 
front of a mirror screaming, for the benefi t of the 
watchers. Though she’s been inoculated against them, 
they’re her only companions in this ratrap. Such an 
elaborate ruse for a nonentity. No, she sez, I’m not 
waiting to be saved, I won’t be just another silenced 
cunt in yr nunnery. on ne rit... pas. in yr haram 
harem. padam padam! 
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compulsory optimism, or the insect taboo
the future is full of hostile distance, watching 
though sometimes wanting to become other lifeforms / 
the negation of every heroic ideal & real proof of 
humxn genesis / to multiply, they subtract & then add 
/ possessed to join ovules, fruit & seed of haunted 
mitosis / if all real joy & sorrow from duty / to the 
One who has become accustomed by her postmortem task 

Orpheus becomes Ophelia
ending on a beach at Elsinore another Ubådssagen 
narco sex poem laid out wet on the slab meatpuppet 
carnivalesque the assembled sodden partyhats unvalved 
vuvuzelas clownheads juggled on a slagheap alas the 
lipless cakehole of our dearly beloved funfearers 
down in the dark seedless underrootings of daisyville 
freshly recycled digging in the weedbeds for dirty 
linen or penning some  species of dictionary satire 
in a widow’s gusset as spouting Polonaise they sing 
G.O.D.’s panzer divisions to sleep die Blaue Engel oh 
how she did gaze upon   the pineal egg from which soon 
hatched the Family Private Property & State of Despair 
like an asp’s venom lubricating her ear the void known 
to all damsels tempted from high towers by Pied Piper 
proffering pretty pennies tumbling tumbling tumbling 
down shekels shackles chattels subterranean châteaux 
& her pious step=maman’s lace mantilla grazing the 
powdered pudenda white as whittled Carrara marble 
cunningly prepared by a cut=throat’s razor to bestow 
the red kiss of elixered life=eternal kälter als 
der Tod & such eyes solche Augen! once she crosses 
to the other side & all broadcast subegos arraigned 
in lewdest paparazzi tableaux centrestage under The 
Wall & searchlights & deftly wielded autopsy knife 
well my dears there’s just no turning back now is 
there?
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